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Abstract
In-plane selective area growth (SAG) of III–V nanowires (NWs) has emerged as a scalable materials platform for quantum electronics and photonics applications. Most applications impose strict requirements on the material characteristics which makes optimization of the crystal quality vital. Alignment of in-plane SAG NWs with respect to the substrate symmetry is of importance due to the large substrate-NW interface as well as to obtain nanostructures with well-defined facets. Understanding the role of mis-orientation is thus important for designing devices and interpretation of electrical performance of devices. Here we study the effect of mis-orientation on morphology of selectively grown NWs oriented along the [1 1 ̅1] direction on GaAs(2 1 1)B. Atomic force microscopy is performed to extract facet roughness as a measure of structural quality. Further, we evaluate the dependence of material incorporation in NWs on the orientation and present the facet evolution in between two high symmetry in-plane orientations. By investigating the length dependence of NW morphology, we find that the morphology of ≈1 μm long nominally aligned NWs remains unaffected by the unintentional misalignment associated with the processing and alignment of the sample under study. Finally, we show that using Sb as a surfactant during growth improves root-mean-square facet roughness for large misalignment but does not lower it for nominally aligned NWs.
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1. Introduction

Selective area growth (SAG) of III–V materials is a flexible and potentially scalable method for obtaining deterministic and reproducible in-plane nanowires (NWs) as a platform for NW technologies [1]. SAG using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), typically defined by lithographic techniques, allows precise control of the position and size of NWs and the creation of large scale arrays and networks of high quality. Unlike conventional metal catalyzed, out-of-plane vapour–liquid–solid or vapour–solid growth, the SAG approach obviates time consuming and uncontrolled pick-and-place steps in device fabrication and enables large scale integration of nanostructures into complex device geometries [2].

The structural quality of SAG nanostructures depends on the substrate orientation [3], substrate fabrication methods, lattice mismatch between the substrate and the grown material [4], pre-growth substrate annealing methods [4], and the thermodynamics and kinetics during crystal growth [5]. SAG using MBE of semiconductors such as Si has already been reported...
four decades ago [6] and for GaAs SAG, facet formation and evolution on GaAs(0 1 1) [7, 8] has been studied and various models of growth mechanisms have been proposed [5–9, 11]. SAG of InAs NWs [3] and nanostructures [12] on InP substrates using chemical beam epitaxy has been reported, demonstrating different cross-sectional shapes and facets dependent on the substrate symmetry and growth parameters. InAs SAG NWs grown on GaAs(Sb) [2] and/or InGaAs [4] buffer layers showed an enhanced crystal quality and improved electron mobility as compared to non-optimized crystals. However, formation of homogeneous group-III alloys still remains a challenge owing to facet dependent incorporation [13] and differing behaviour of group-III elements on the dielectric mask [5]. Moreover, the scalability of SAG comes with the price of NWs being epitaxially connected to the substrate along the entire length. This makes the crystals highly sensitive to interface and surface quality and this remains a challenge compared to out-of-plane NW growth.

In addition, the SAG NW becomes sensitive to mis-orientation between the NW axis and the high symmetry directions of the substrate which is unavoidable due to the tolerance of substrate manufacturing and fabrication methods. Although such tolerance and mis-orientation is small, its effect is amplified in growth of long SAG NWs due to the epitaxial registry between NW and substrate. So far, however, the resulting consequences for structural disorder have not been addressed.

Here we present a systematic study of the effect of mis-orientation on MBE grown homoepitaxial GaAs and surfactant mediated GaAs(Sb) SAG NWs on GaAs(2 1 1)B. Increasing mis-orientation leads to increasing formation of discrete crystal steps on the NW facets. Although the correlation of structural disorder with the electrical characteristics have not yet been quantified for SAG NWs, nanoscale changes in faceting of NWs have been shown to modify the current density in NW devices [14]. Additionally, growth of subsequent transport-active InGaAs and InAs layers on such imperfect NWs will likely result in strain inhomogeneity locally within the crystal which has been reported to have a direct effect on the resistivity [15].

We investigate [1 1 1] oriented NWs, which exhibit a symmetric cross-section bound by {1 1 0} facets, to study the influence of mis-orientation and quantify the structural morphology of the NW in terms of facet roughness ($S_f$). Information about material incorporation in SAG NWs is obtained by studying the volume dependence of the NWs on the in-plane orientation. Changing cross-sectional shapes of the NWs oriented between high-symmetry in-plane orientations provides information about the facet evolution. We also demonstrate the effect of NW length on the morphology and show that for a given mis-orientation, there is a length scale for which the discontinuities in the NW facets are minimized. We find that as previously reported for standard (1 0 0) substrates [2], Sb also has a surfactant effect during GaAs growth on the (2 1 1)B orientation. A smoother NW surface can be achieved for largely misaligned NWs, however, it has a negligible effect at small misalignment. Such information may be used for directing design of e.g. electrical devices sensitive to crystal imperfections.

2. Experimental methods

The steps involved in substrate fabrication for SAG are shown in figure 1(a): first, 10 nm of SiO$_2$ is deposited onto a GaAs(2 1 1) B substrate using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition. After spin coating 300 nm of CSAR13 resist [16], electron beam lithography is used to expose regions on the SiO$_2$ mask which are then etched using an inductively coupled plasma of a mixture of tetrafluoromethane (CF$_4$) and molecular hydrogen (H$_2$) thereby exposing the GaAs substrate. The SAG mask design used in this study consists of rectangles with length $L_{NW} = 1–6 \mu m$ and width $W_{NW} = 150$ nm in the [1 1 1] and [0 1 1] directions respectively ($\theta = 0^\circ$) and with varying misalignment from that direction to cover all in-plane directions in steps of 3°. The resist is removed using standard cleaning procedures and the substrate is thoroughly cleaned using O$_2$ plasma before transfer to the MBE chamber. Prior to growth, the substrate is thermally annealed twice: at 400 °C in the transfer module for 60 min to remove organic contaminants, and at 620 °C under As$_2$ over-pressure in the growth chamber for 18 min to remove the native oxide from the GaAs surface.

Using a previously established range of parameters ensuring growth on the exposed GaAs substrate without parasitic growth on the SiO$_2$ mask [17], we grow GaAs and GaAs(Sb) NWs at a substrate temperature of $T_{sub} = 600$ °C and a Ga growth rate of 0.1 ML s$^{-1}$ for 30 min corresponding to $\approx 50$ nm of planar GaAs growth on a GaAs(1 0 0) substrate. An As/Ga ratio of 9 and Sb/Ga ratio of 3 is used for GaAs and GaAs(Sb) growths, respectively, ensuring growth rates determined by the Ga flux. The influence of the substrate orientation on the selectivity window is not significant at these conditions and parasitic growth is not observed (see supplementary section S1).

For this study, a GaAs(Sb) substrate with a diameter of 2 inches was processed with identical patterns repeated on four quarters. The pattern consists of NW openings with different lengths and angles. Following the fabrication, the wafer was cleaved into quarters and two samples were grown; one with GaAs and one with GaAs(Sb). The samples thus have the same fabrication-related tolerances, and the resulting [1 1 1]-oriented NWs were systematically characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Individual steps on the NW facets were identified by performing AFM along the NW. Details of the AFM operating parameters are included in supplementary section S2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Origin of SAG NW misalignment

SAG is lithographically defined, making it technologically possible to define a template with a very large degree of flexibility and along any direction. It is therefore important to understand the influence of substrate symmetry for the resulting crystal growth. Further, as discussed below, the tolerances of materials and processes lead to some degree of
uncertainty in aligning SAG patterns to the symmetry of the substrate and the consequences need to be addressed.

A typical GaAs substrate received from the manufacturer comes with a margin of error with respect to the specified out-of-plane (substrate surface) and in-plane (major flat) orientations. This is illustrated in the top-view schematic in figure 1(b) where the color gradient depicts a hypothetical error in the out-of-plane orientation relative to the specifications $\phi$ from left to right and the green line illustrates the supplied major flat which is mis-oriented by an angle $\theta$ with respect to the actual crystal direction. An out-of-plane mis-orientation ($\phi \neq 0$) leads to step edges on the surface. While this is beneficial for planar growth since it promotes the layer-like growth [18], it might also lead to height variations in NWs grown in-plane. However, for the dimensions of NWs considered in this study, the height of GaAs(Sb) NWs (taken along the top facet) remains constant along a length of $L_{NW} = 4 \mu m$ (see supplementary section S3). Thus, out-of-plane mis-orientation is not considered for the remainder of the analysis.

For SAG NWs used in this study, the trench openings in the SiO$_2$ mask impose a constraint on the growth dynamics that are nanoscale in one dimension (trench width) and several microns long in the other (trench length). The NW facets that develop during growth are dependent on the orientation of the trench openings along the length (see details about NW faceting in supplementary section S4). In-plane misalignment of the trench openings for NW growth is caused by external misalignment due to manufacturing errors during wafer flat grinding and internal misalignment due to the tolerance of lithographic procedures. The external misalignment for the substrates used in this study as provided by the manufacturer is maximally $\pm 0.1^\circ$. Assuming that errors in stage movement during electron beam lithography due to thermal drift and precision of the tool itself are negligible, the major contribution to internal misalignment still comes from the error in determining the edge of the major flat which is used to align the mask design with virtual alignment marks with respect to the major flat (see figure 1(b)). This is because the flat grinding and polishing processes will not result in atomically flat edges and surfaces [19] leading to ambiguity in placement of the alignment marks. We estimate the maximal error in determining the major flat edge, as a result of rounded edges of the substrate, to be $\pm 0.4^\circ$. Typically, the substrates from the same manufacturing batch will have the same external error and the varying internal error in between different lithographic runs and the total misalignment will be the combined result of both, i.e. $\pm 0.5^\circ$. The resulting trench openings will thus be misaligned with respect to the high symmetry in-plane directions.

**Figure 1.** Effect of in-plane and out-of-plane mis-orientation on SAG NWs. (a) Schematic of the steps involved in substrate fabrication for SAG. (b) Top-view schematic of a substrate indicating typical errors in out-of-plane orientation (color gradient) and the orientation of the major flat (green line) along with the co-ordinate system used for lithographic processes. (c) Top-view schematic of SAG NWs that are aligned (no steps) and misaligned (with steps) with respect to a high-symmetry in-plane orientation. (d) a 40°-tilted SEM image of a series of GaAs(Sb) NWs oriented along the $[1 \overline{1} 1]$ direction and in increments of $3^\circ$ on GaAs(2 1 1)B. The overlaid schematic highlights the geometric parameters relevant for calculating the angle of mis-orientation. (e) Facet roughness $S_q$ for the inner (outer) NW facets facing toward (away from) the $[1 \overline{1} 1]$-oriented NW as a function of in-plane orientation.
Due to the epitaxial connection between the substrate and the SAG NW, misalignment of the NW results in sections of the NW to overgrow on the SiO$_2$ mask, in order to maintain the NW facets with low surface energy. Since the crystal does not grow epitaxially on the SiO$_2$ mask, the overgrowth occurs in segments, as illustrated in the top-view schematic in figure 1(c) of a perfectly aligned NW and one that has a misalignment with respect to the high-symmetry in-plane direction. The distance at which it becomes energetically unfavourable for crystal growth on the mask, the NW facet forms a step towards the trench axis and this repeats along the NW length. Figure 1(d) shows a 40$^\circ$-tilted SEM image of GaAs(Sb) NWs on GaAs(2 1 1)B. The middle NW is nominally aligned along the [1 1 1] direction and bound by [1 1 0]-type facets. The surrounding NWs are oriented along $\theta = \pm 3^\circ$, $\pm 6^\circ$. The NWs aligned at $3^\circ$ and $6^\circ$ show growth in segments separated by steps on the inclined facets (indicated by arrows, and emphasized by the black outline) and these segments become shorter with increasing mis-orientation. In the following, we consider a NW segment of length $L$ (excluding the end facets), where the step-height along the facet is denoted as $h$ and number of steps as $n$ (figure 1(d)). The angle of mis-orientation $\theta$ for a NW can be deduced using geometry: $\theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{d}{h}\right)$ where the total step displacement, $d = h' \times n$, where $h'$ is the projection of $h$ onto the substrate plane. The parameters $n$ and $h$ were determined through careful analysis of high-resolution AFM topographic maps as discussed in detail in supplementary section S5. Using this we obtain $\theta = 0.26^\circ \pm 0.04^\circ$ for the misalignment of the nominally [1 1 1]-oriented NW from the real [1 1 1] direction of the substrate. Here the error is due to the accuracy of $\Delta d = 2$ nm in measuring the total step displacement. The value for $\theta$ is thus consistent with the tolerances of experimentally determining the in-plane orientation of the substrate.

The step density on the NWs facets is also quantified as the root mean square facet roughness ($S_\text{q}$), which is extracted using AFM. Figure 1(e) depicts $S_\text{q}$ for the inner (outer) NW facets facing toward (away from) the [1 1 1]-oriented NW as a function of in-plane orientation. Increasing number of steps with increasing mis-orientation results in a larger $S_\text{q}$ and is minimized for the nominally [1 1 1]-oriented NW. We propose two ways to minimize $S_\text{q}$: finding the length scale for which NWs can grow step-free despite an in-plane misalignment and secondly, the use of $\text{Si}$ as a surfactant during GaAs growth to suppress step formation. However, we first examine how in-plane orientation affects material incorporation and facet evolution of GaAs(Sb) NWs grown on GaAs(2 1 1)B.

3.2. Material incorporation and facet evolution

Electrical characteristics of SAG NWs have been known to depend on the structural characteristics such as NW and facet orientations [3]. The faceting of NWs depends on the substrate symmetry and growth conditions and in turn also affects the growth dynamics. Thus, we investigate how the in-plane orientation affects the material incorporation in NWs. For this, we perform AFM on 120 NWs that are positioned in a circular array such that NWs along (0 1 1) correspond to [1 1 1], [0 1 1], [1 1 1] and [0 1 1] respectively. Figure 2(a) shows a polar plot of the NW volume normalized to the smallest volume, $V_0$ (corresponding to the [1 1 1]-oriented NW) as a function of angle. All 120 NWs are included in a single $17 \times 17 \mu$m$^2$ scan. To check for artifacts due to the AFM scan direction, the measurement was performed parallel to [1 1 0] and [0 1 0] directions. Scan parameters and the method for volume extraction is presented in supplementary sections S2 and S6, respectively.

As seen in figure 2(a), the NW volumes extracted from both scan directions follow a similar trend. The volume is significantly smaller for NWs oriented along the high-symmetry orientations. With increasing mis-orientation, the NWs exhibit increasing step density (as seen in figure 1(d)). Since nucleation at step edges minimizes the surface free energy by incorporation of additional adatoms within the growing crystal [20], these NWs incorporate more material as each step acts as a nucleation site for incoming adatoms (see schematic in figure 2(b)). The activation energy for diffusion and desorption is higher at a nucleation site, thus increasing the probability that adatoms will instead accumulate and nucleate. This is consistent with the dramatic increase in volume of misaligned NWs as seen in figure 2(a).
Furthermore, the neighboring NWs experience an increased flux due to the expelled adatoms from the aligned NWs. This further increases the volume of the NWs next to the aligned NWs and may explain the small decay for further mis-oriented NWs. Figure 2(a) also shows that the [1 1 1]-oriented NWs incorporate less material compared to the [0 1 1]-oriented NWs. This can be attributed to a longer Ga adatom diffusion length along the ⟨111⟩ direction [21] which causes a fraction of the incoming adatoms to diffuse along the NW length and be expelled onto the SiO2 mask in the early stages of NW growth where the [1 1 0] facets have not developed yet. As the NW grows with increasing time and starts developing facets, the resulting material incorporation is a combined result of the adatom diffusion length along the ⟨111⟩ direction (NW axis) as well as the [1 1 0] facets of the NW (facets labelled in figure 2(c)).

To visualize the facet transformation of the NWs dependent on the in-plane orientation in this study, we extract an AFM topographical profile across the approximate center of the length of the NWs spaced 15° apart, starting from the [1 1 1]-oriented NW (figure 2(c)). The blue arrow in figure 2(c) corresponds to the direction along which the profiles were extracted. NWs oriented along high-symmetry directions exhibit well defined facets dictated by Wulff construction [22] thereby minimising the surface free energy of the crystal. The mis-oriented NWs exhibit a mixture of different facets along with increased material incorporation. Note that the [1 1 1]B facet tends to develop for NWs already at ≈15° deviations from the [1 1 1]-oriented NWs despite having a higher surface free energy as compared to the [0 1 1] facet for pure GaAs [23]. This can be attributed to the surfactant effect of Sb during GaAs growth [24]. The development of different facets along with differing adatom diffusion length and density of nucleation sites further complicates the interpretation of material incorporation within the mis-oriented NWs.

### 3.3. Effect of NW length

For a given substrate after a fabrication run for SAG, since the error in defining the NW trenches is fixed, the resulting step density on the NW facets must also be constant. However, the free surface at the ends of the trench may allow for a larger degree of overgrowth on the SiO2 mask, thus allowing for a larger tolerance towards misalignment. Thus, to find the length scale for which it is possible to obtain a NW with smooth facets without steps, nominally [1 1 1]-oriented GaAs (Sb) NWs with LNW = 1–6 μm and WNW = 150 nm were grown (AFM topography of the NWs is presented in supplementary section S7). AFM was performed on a total of 16 NWs and the corresponding n on both facets are tabulated in figure 3(b). As expected, we find that the number of steps on the NWs is linearly dependent on the NW length and the resulting dependence of n along both NW facets is presented in figure 3(a). However, performing a linear fit on the n dependence averaged for both facets, we find that it does not extrapolate to zero at L = 0 μm but instead at a finite length L∗. Thus for NWs shorter than L∗, NWs exhibit no steps. To eliminate the possibility of a statistical anomaly, AFM was performed on multiple NWs for LNW = 1 μm, where 10 out of 11 NWs show no steps at all. Performing a linear fit on the n dependence including all 16 NWs, we obtain L∗ = 0.96 ± 0.18 μm. The slope of the fit gives us a step density in the middle of an arbitrarily long NW to be 1.41 ± 0.07 μm−1. The value of L∗ depends on the mis-orientation-θ = 0.26° ± 0.04° in the present case - and is thus specific to the sample and fabrication run. This is also consistent with our findings shown in supplementary section S8, where ends of the NWs oriented at an angle of ±3° and ±6° away from the nominally [1 1 1]-oriented NW show a tendency to overgrow more on the SiO2 mask with few to no steps and gradually change the orientation towards the [1 1 1] direction.

It should be emphasized that the quantitative results obtained here can be extended towards homoepitaxial growth of NWs on both conventional and novel substrate orientations. Each substrate fabricated for SAG can be characterized post-growth to estimate the collective internal and external error in defining the NW trenches and the resulting length scale for which step-free NWs can be obtained. For experiments wherein longer SAG NWs are necessary by design, AFM characterization can be performed prior to device fabrication in order to place electrical contacts in segments of the NWs that exhibit no steps along the facets. Thus, even though we cannot completely eliminate the morphological imperfection in the NWs, careful design of the experiment can lead to minimized contribution from high Sn.

### 3.4. Sb as surfactant

Finally, we consider the use of Sb as a surfactant for reducing Sn. GaAs NWs were grown on GaAs(2 1 1)B with and without Sb and also with varying degrees of misalignment with respect to the [1 1 1] direction. The resulting 3D AFM topography for both GaAs and GaAs(Sb) NWs are shown in figures 4(a) and (b), respectively. Again, the number of steps on NW facets clearly increases with mis-orientation (arrows in figures 4(a) and (b)), and the effect is more pronounced for
Figure 4. Effect of Sb as a surfactant on the NW morphology. Series of (a) GaAs and (b) GaAs(Sb) NWs on GaAs(2 1 1)B oriented along the [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1] direction as well as NWs oriented in increments of 3° with respect to it. (c) Dependence of $S_q$ on in-plane orientation for GaAs and GaAs(Sb) NWs. $S_q$ is also presented for the inner (outer) facet of the misaligned NWs facing toward (away from) the [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented NW.

GaAs NWs compared to the GaAs(Sb) NWs. The corresponding dependence of $S_q$ is shown in figure 4(c) for inner (outer) facet facing toward (away from) the [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented NW. These facets exhibit different step edges due to different in-plane polarity on the substrate (for details see supplementary section S9). Sb reduces $S_q$ for $\theta = 0$ and thus helps reducing the effect of mis-orientation. The lowest value of $S_q \approx 0.4$ nm is observed for both nominally [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented GaAs and GaAs(Sb) NWs and is comparable to that of a substrate prior to any fabrication processing. Thus, based on the two samples we investigated for the case of [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented GaAs NWs on GaAs(211)B, we find that Sb does not improve the crystal quality as opposed to GaAs(Sb) SAG NWs grown under similar conditions on conventional GaAs(1 0 0) substrates [2, 4, 5].

Surfactants are known to modify surface free energies and adatom diffusion lengths for compound semiconductors and have been employed to suppress 3D island growth [24, 25]. Despite the possible surfactant effect of locally changing the facets surface free energy during crystal growth, there is no impact on the overall cross-sectional shape of the nominally [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented NWs shown in figure 4. The use of Sb as a surfactant for in-plane homoepitaxial GaAs growth on GaAs(1 0 0) substrates has been reported to demonstrate a reduction in $S_q$ [2]. A similar effect in suppression of $S_q$ is observed in this study for largely misaligned [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented NWs grown on a GaAs(2 1 1)B substrate and confirms the feasibility of the method for achieving smoother facets. However, as demonstrated in the previous section, it does not guarantee NWs devoid of steps above $L_{NW} \approx 1 \mu m$. We conclude that using the NW length is a promising way to ensure minimal contribution to morphological disorder in this case.

4. Conclusions and outlook

In conclusion, we have presented a systematic study of the effects of small and large scale misalignment of GaAs and GaAs(Sb) SAG NWs with respect to the in-plane orientations on GaAs(2 1 1)B. We find that a 3° misaligned NW leads to \( \approx 300\% \) increase in the volume due to growth dynamics governed by adatom diffusion lengths and orientation dependent facet formation. The in-plane mis-orientation in defining trench openings within the substrate which leads to an undesired increase in facet roughness ($S_q$) of the NWs is important to be minimized in order to reduce structural disorder. We show that previously demonstrated use of Sb as a surfactant for NWs grown on standard (1 0 0) substrates also minimizes $S_q$ for large scale misalignment, however it is not enough to obtain step-free [1 ̅ 1 ̅ 1]-oriented NWs on GaAs(2 1 1)B. Small scale misalignment is important to be considered for device design, in particular in light of the inherent errors associated with the tolerance of substrate manufacturing and fabrication. We estimate a length scale for which NWs can tolerate a certain degree of misalignment and suppress step formation. This means that AFM characterization of SAG NWs from a particular substrate prior to device fabrication can enable control over the crystal quality of the conducting channel by design. By virtue of the scalability of SAG, it can also be possible to make copies of the mask design for a range of in-plane orientations with $\theta = \pm 0.01^\circ$, $\pm 0.02^\circ$, such that one of the NWs is bound to be perfectly aligned. Thus, for experiments with strict requirements on the magnitude of disorder in the semiconducting NWs, taking into account effects of misalignment on the NW morphology, careful design of the SAG mask and structural characterization of NWs prior to device fabrication should enable control of the NW crystal quality.
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